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The answer is option 2: she married 
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 the Grand Trine speaks for itself: Pluto, Ruler of the 1st conjunct the VX trine the PoF 

trine Venus, Ruler of the 7th and Jupiter: happiness in marriage 

 the Kite consisting of the Grand Trine and Nnode/Sun on the apex 

 Eq. Ascendant  is in the 7th House 

 Mercury, Ruler of the 8th trine the Sun in the 7th : the consolidation of a marriage 

 

 

 

8 Astrologers participated in the Test. 7 found the correct  answer. Below follow their answers 

in order of receipt. 

 

 

Erika Eilert- Hein (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Venus (Ruler  of the 7th  House) and Jupiter (Ruler of the 5th) in 9th House (ceremony)  

 Pluto (co-ruler AC ) trine Venus 

  Part Fortune in  the 5th  (House of love) in trine to Venus and Pluto 

 Sun in 7 sesquisquare to the Moon in Libra  

 

 

Pierre le Gal (France) 

uses Vedic astrology, Placidus Houses, ayanamsa Lahiri and subs from KP astrology 

 

The running period is Rahu / Saturn / Venus. 

 

 Rahu is in the 2nd House  and in a nakshatra of Mercury placed in 11th House. Mercury 

is in a nakshatra of Venus which signifies the spouse. Rahu is the sub lord of the 7th 

House  

 Saturn is in a nakshatra of Venus and Venus is also in a nakshatra of Mercury. Saturn is 

conjunct to Mercury, sub lord of the 5th House V. Therefore, Houses 2, 7 and 11  are 

activated by the period 

 

 

Irene Knudsen (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Sun in the House of marriage trine Mercury, Ruler of the 8th and 11th. 

 Jupiter, Ruler of the 5th  conjunct Venus, Ruler of the 7th  in the 9th House  

 Pluto, Ruler of the 1st, trine  Venus, Ruler of the 7th House,  trine  Fortuna in the 5th  

 Floating Mc on the 5th House Cusp trine the Asc. 
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 Saturn elevated square the Sun:, he takes responsibility for a change of status 

 Pluto conjunct Vertex both opposite the Ep in house 7, intensifies the mating instinct 

 

 

 

Serge Boissinot (France) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 

 Venus, Ruler of the 7th  House (marriage) trine Pluto, Ruler of the Asc : the native get 

married 

 Jupiter, Ruler of the Floating Mc and of the 5th  House (love) is in the 9th  House 

(legalization) sesquisquarre the Floating MC the native legalizes his relationship 

 Neptune, Ruler of the Floating MC trine the Descendant (couple) : the native getting 

married 

 

 

 

Aurore Paquet (France) 

uses the Solar Return (Classic) 

 

 

 At the Age of 21 the Year Lord is Mars who Rules the 8th and 12th House and receives an 

aspect from the Moon and Venus. The Profected Ascendant is in the 8th House Scorpio 

indicating a year of change 

 Mars Ruler of the Solar Asc. is in the 7th House. The same House as in the natal Chart. In 

the Solar Return Mars is in exile, square the natal Sun, Ruler of the 7th  

 Saturn, dispositor of the divisor Mercury, is the participating planet the division being 

17 ° 47 Pisces 

 We have a Divisor change in the year 08/01/1952 Mars is again Divisor, in the year 

changes occur 

 Significator Venus of relationships, is Ruler of the fridary and Ruler of the 7th Solar 

Return House aspects  Saturn 

 The Part of Marriage at 25°45’Gemini.. Dispositor Mercury (divisor) receives an aspect 

from Mars, Ruler of the 1st 

 

 

 In the Solar Return in mundo of 29 – 11- 1952  

 

 Venus at 16 °19’ Capricorn is conjunct Natal Saturn 

 Mercury, Ruler of the 7th is conjunct the Ascendant 

 the Ascendant conjunct natal Venus 

 The Mc conjunct the midpoint of natal Venus/Mars 
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Anne Fryer (Australia) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Sun, North Node and EQ Asc. in 7th House ruled by Venus 

 Venus sextile EQ. Asc. in 7th House and wide conjunct Jupiter (Ruler of the 5th) 

 Venus is trine Vx and Pluto in the 1st House.  

 Venus trine Part of Fortune in the 5th 

 Floating MC on cusp of 5th 

 Moon ruled by Venus trine Floating MC on cusp of 5th 

 

 
Christy (USA) 

uses Vedic Astrology (Solar Return) 

 

 
The Solar Return shows a stellium of four Planets falling into the natal 9th House, 

including the Darakaraka Moon (the Jaimini indicator of the spouse). Additionally, the 

Solar Return Vertex and the Solar Return 7th House cusp are also placed in the natal 9th  

House, further emphasizing marriage and partnership. The Solar Return Ascendant is 

conjunct natal Rahu (whose lord is Mars), and natal Mars is placed in the 7th House.  

 

On the specified date, the man was running Rahu-Venus-Sun dasha.  

In the D60 varga, Rahu gives the effects of its lord Jupiter, who is the 9th  bhava cusp 

lord.  The Antar Dasha lord Venus is conjunct the 9th  bhava cusp in the D60 varga, and 

Venus is the natural karaka (significator) of the wife in a man's chart. Also, the 

Pratyantar Dasha lord Sun is the 7th  bhava cusp lord in D60.  So, all three dasha lords 

have a mutual agenda for marriage. 

 

 

 

--- 

 

Thank you all for your contributions! 

 A new Test will be posted to the website round and about October 1st . 

 

 

 

 

 

 


